Dinosaurs: Back With a Roar! Sensory Guide
This sensory guide is designed to prepare individuals with autism spectrum disorder or other sensory
sensitivities for Naples Botanical Garden’s special exhibit, Dinosaurs: Back With a Roar!, on display February
17th- June 3rd.

Sights, Sounds, and Feels of Dinosaurs : Back With a Roar !:








This exhibit features large, realistic, animatronic dinosaurs which make unexpected movements and loud
sounds. One dinosaur, the Dilophosaurus, sprays water frequently.
The exhibit is held in the Kapnick Brazilian Garden and Scott Florida Garden only. Some dinosaurs in the
Kapnick Brazilian Garden are featured on grass and gravel pathways, which are not wheelchair accessible.
Expect added foot traffic around dinosaurs and be prepared to stop and start. If sensitive to crowds, we
recommend visiting between 9-11am or 3-5pm (last ticket sold at 4pm).
Specified touch areas, including a Hadrosaur Fossil Dig Pit, are available in the South Grove. While the
dinosaurs cannot be touched, there is a climbable Pachyrino Photo Op also in the South Grove which is
stationary and sound-free. If your child or loved one is frightened by the dinosaurs, we recommend
starting with the dig pit, moving onto the Pachyrino Photo Op, then visiting the animatronic dinosaurs.
Preview the exhibit ahead of time by viewing the map and using the Garden’s Social Experience Story,
Parent/Caregiver Guide, and Visual Schedule.
If you need to leave the exhibit suddenly, please see someone in a Garden uniform and they will assist you
to find the closest quiet place or exit.

Sample Narrative for Preparing your Child or Loved One :





“The dinosaurs we will see look real, but they are not. Sometimes they make noises and move suddenly.
It’s okay because they are not alive.”
“The dinosaurs look real because an artist painted a rubber coating to look like skin. The dinosaurs’
movements seem real because they have a special machine inside which tells it how to move.”
“One dinosaur likes to spray water sometimes while it plays hide and seek. It’s okay because the dinosaur
isn’t real and can’t hurt us.”
“We might have to wait our turn to see the dinosaurs, as many other people also want to enjoy the
exhibit.”



“While we can’t touch the dinosaurs, we can touch where the



“If the dinosaurs make a noise that is too loud, we can cover our ears.”
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